Introducing the Next Generation of Accessible Voting

by inclusion=solutions & everyonecounts

Accessible Voting Is Now Possible, Both Absentee and at the Polling Place

Accessible Absentee Voting
• Voters with disabilities can vote remotely either by phone or online in a private and independent manner
• Full accessibility functionality for remote voting including compatibility with assistive technology

Accessible On-Site Voting
• Dignified and simple curbside solution via either wi-fi Internet on laptops or phone for inaccessible locations
• eLect VoteAnywhere combines with the BallotCall alert system as an integrated solution for sites that cannot be made accessible
• Compatible with all dual and single switch systems such as Sip’N Puff and other assistive technology

Accessible Voting Abroad
• The eLect Online Voting Solution is an absentee voting answer for all military serving abroad, voters living or traveling away from home, and other voters needing absentee voting
• Much more accessible to voters abroad than current absentee voting by mail
• Vote online from anywhere in the world in an accessible, transparent, and secure manner

Secure, Safe, Transparent and Simple
Accessible Internet Voting’s “Dream Team”

The partnership between election-accessibility leader Inclusion Solutions and election-technology expert Everyone Counts drives the next generation of accessible voting. Inclusion Solutions has provided over 250 accessibility solutions for elections to state, county, and local officials in 52 states and territories and in 4 countries. With local elections expertise on six continents and the highest integrity end-to-end internet voting solution in the world, Everyone Counts ensures your elections can now be accessible, accurate, secure and auditable.

World-renowned elections expert Paul DeGregorio has worked to improve elections and further democracy for almost a quarter-century in more than 20 countries. He is a leader in the promotion of democracy, ensuring fair and accurate elections and the right to vote, and the use of new technology to improve accessibility and security in elections.

Why Online Voting?

Auditability: eLect integrates and audits all voting channels to prevent any attempts at fraudulent voting

Voter-Verification: eLect allows voter to verify that his or her ballot is received — not just sent — as it is submitted. Print-out of verification is also possible

Security: eLect has been security-tested by governments and private sector security authorities around the world. Every vote is secured from Voter Selection to count.

Flexibility: eLect can run elections in any language. eLect manages multiple ballot and counting styles and can run multiple jurisdiction elections simultaneously.

Experience

- World’s first STV election online with voters from six countries – 1997
- World’s first established online channel for major political party elections – 2002
- Europe’s first government end-to-end PKI-secured elections – 2002
- World’s first Vote-Anywhere Multi-Channel government election – 2007
- Federal Election: Increased military access and participation to 75% – 2007
- Democrats Abroad Primary with U.S. voters in 164 countries – 2008

To learn more, call Inclusion Solutions at 1-866-232-5487 or visit www.inclusionsolutions.com/online voting